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ABSTRACT 

The use of machine modeling and beam simulation programs 
for the control of accelerator operation has become standard 
practice. The success of a model-based control operation de
pends 011 how the parameter to be controlled is measured, ~o:v 
the measured data is analyzed, how the result of the analysIs IS 
interpreted, and how a solution is implemented. There is consid
erable interest in applying expert systems technology that can 
automate all of these processes. The design of an expert sys
tem to control the beam trajectory in linear accelerators will be 
discussed as an illustration of this approach. 

MODEL-BASED CONTROL PROGRAMS 

The design of linear accelerators requires the use of com
puter programs in a variety of roles. At the most basic level, 
the designers use these programs to estimate the effects of var
ious beamline configurations on observable beam parameters of 
interest with the goal of finding an "ideal" configuration that 
yields beam parameters meeting speciflc design requirements. 
At another level, the designers use the programs to compute the 
effects of configuration errors on the observable beam parame
ters and to find correction schemes that compensate such effects. 
At the highest level, these programs, used as components of the 
monitoring and control systems, allow the beamline operator to 
efficiently achieve and maintain proper machine operation. 

The primary function of the modeling programs is to com
pute a number of machine functions and beam properties at 
various positions for given beamline configurations. Here, "con
figuration" is defined as the location and paramete: values for 
each beamline element. In general, the beam propertIes are com
puted from the machine functions. As an example, the beam 
trajectory is a typical beam property that is ~ompu.ted frOl~l 
the machine function called the Transport Matnx whIch speCl
fies the relationship between the beam coordinates at one point 
with those at another. for linear accelerators the beam proper
ties also depend on the launch conditions, the beam parameter 
values at the elltrance of the beam line. Typical launch param
eters are the beam coordinates anel lllomenta at the beginning 
of the LINAC. 

While it is possible for tll<' designer to lay the plans for the 
ideal machine, it is generally not possible to build it exactly. 
During construction, errors in fahrication, calibration, or instal
lation of the elements can he made. These unknown errors can 
cause the as-built machine to be different from the ideal ma
chine conceived in the design. Unless these errors can be found 
and corrected, it may be impossible to bring the machine perfor
mance to the ideal design specifications. During commissioning, 
when the machine is first tested with a beam, modeling and 
simulation programs can be used either to find the element. e:
rors or to correct their crrects. Using a simulation program, It IS 
possible to find the errors b)' studying the effects produced by 
suspected errors. After the errors are found, they can be cor-
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rected. However, in some cases, correcting the errors in the ma
chine elements may not be possible or practical. For such cases, 
the model can be altered to represent the as-built machine. I 
believe that one of the important goals in commissioning is to 
obtain a realistic model of the machine sllch that the beam sim
ulation from the model matches the measured values. Once a 
model has been shown to represent the machine, it can be used 
for the control of the heillll during machine operation. t>lany 
of the look-and-adjust operations such as changing the LIN AC 
lattice, controlling the beam launch conditions, and correcting 
the trajectory errors can he done using the model-based beam 
simulation programs. A schematic diagram showing the rela
tionships between the users, the machine, the beam, and the 
model-based control system is shown in Fig. 1. 

I Machine 

fig. 1. A schematic diilgralll showing the rela
tionships betweell the user and the model-based 
control system. 

A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO AUTOMATION 

For the past several years, several laboratories have been 
developing software packages for building control systems for 
any accelerator. The goal of these projects is to huild a tool
kit that can reduce the computer programming efforts required 
to build a state-of-the-art 1l10c1el- based control system. Tools 
exist, at various laboratories, to build a manual moclcl-basrd 
control system (e.g., database buileling tool, graphic and menu 
building tools, beam line modeling tools, etc.). Recently, there 
has been considerable interest in the development of automation 
application tools. Olle of the necessary tools for an automatic 
control system is a model-hased expprt systelll for making beam 
parameter changes. 

In general, every manual look-alld-adjust operation to 
change tile beam parameter \·nlues can be descrihed in terms 
of the four basic processes: (1) Look-the operator looks at 
the beam parameter va.lucs (t.he observables) to decide on what 
changes to make, (2) Analyze-the opCJ"at.or nses the modeling 
or simulation code to calculate the change in the colltrollahle 
values that will change the observilblc values to what he wallts, 
(3) Interpret- the operator makes a drcision Oil whether to im
plement the solution hased Oll the result of t.he predictioll. (I) 
Adjust-the operator makes all adjust.ment. of controllahles to 
make the predicted changC's. Tn pr;lcticr, the u,,'r nlil\' cllO()s" 
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to repeat these four processes until the observables reached tbe 
desired values. 

After a given manual look-and-adjust procedure has been 
used successfully, it is possible to use it to control the beam 
parameters automatically. The conversion from manual to au
tomated operation can be done by replacing the operator's de
cisions in each of the processes with a set of rules (an expert 
system). An expert system is a set of rules that an expert uses 
in making decisions. These rules can be written in any program
ming language. I will call this way of Applying the Intelligence 
of an expert the "real AI". To automate an existing manual pro
cedure, the first step is to restructure it so that each of the four 
processes can be automated independently. A possible solution 
is to use the database as a buffer between each of the processes 
as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Each process gets its input 
and output parameter values from the modeling database. I 
will illustrate the rules for automating the four basic processes 
in a trajectory correction procedure in the next four sections. 

Fig. 2. A schelIlatic diagram showing the four 
basic processes in a lllodd- based beam parameter 
change operation. 

AUTOMATING THE ADJUST PROCESS 

The rules for the Adjust Process deal with adjusting the 
values of the controllables intelligently. The Adjust Process in
volves changing the set-point values of the controllables in order 
to make changes in the strength of the observables to some de
sired values. It also involves the conversion of strength values 
to set-point values. For the case of trajectory correction, the 
controllables will be a specific set of correctors. The set-point 
value of a corrector is given in volts and the strength value is 
in milliradians. The Adjust Process first converts the strength 
values to the set-point valucs before it can make the adjustment. 

In general, a mathematical function (the model) is used to 
represent the relationship betwcen t.he set.-point value and the el
ement strength value. For example, t.he strength of a quadrupole 
magnet can be expressed as a polynomial function of the set
point value. The modeling parameter of the quadrupole magnet 
are t.he coefficients of the polynomial expansion (the magnet 
calibration data) stored in the database of the control system. 

In some applications, it. is required that the strength of a 
specific set of dements must be changed simultaneously. For 
these cases, the rate of change of the set point values must be 
adjusted according to the desired r;,te of change of the strength 
values. In order to do this, the model is used to compute the 
vaJues of the set-point for ('itch desired incremental change in 
strength vaJ ues. 

In particular, for cases in which the relationship between the 
set-point values amI t.11(' strength values is highly nonlinear, it 
is necessary to check t.he ]'eaJbitd~ value of the element strength 
at every innemeut.al change of the set-point values. This can be 
done by cOlllPuting the strength values (from the readback set
point values) and comparing t.hem with the desired strength val
ues. The ('xpert. system can be used to monit.or their differences 
in oreler to identify ilnd report any failures in the automated 
adjust process. It is not sufficient. t.o monitor the difference be
tween t.he desired set.-point. \·alues and the readback set-point. 
v"lues. 

AUTOMATING THE LOOK PROCESS 

The rules for the Look Process deal with how to measure the 
values of the observables intelligently. I will illustrate the general 
features of rules for making beam trajectory measurements. For 
this case, the Look Process consist.s of: (1) converting the beam 
signals to the beam positions; (2) repeating the measurement to 
reduce the effects of the noise in the beam signals. 

In practice, the measured signal values are generally given in 
volts and the position values are given in millimeters. A math
ematical function is usually used to represent the relationship 
between the measured signal values and the position values. For 
example, the BPM signal value can be expressed as a polynomial 
function of the beam position values. The modeling parameters 
are the coefficients in the polynomial expansion that are deter
mined from the calibration elat.a. It is possible to write a simple 
expert system (a set of "If-Then- Else" rules) that checks the 
model prediction, i.e., the result of converting BPM signal val
ues to position values. It is necessary to check this conversion 
for cases when the relationship bet.ween the signal values and 
the position values is highly nonlincar and the calibration data 
points are sparse. The result of this calculation should be in
cluded automatically as it measure of t.he measurement accuracy. 

It is also possible to write a set. of simple rules that filters out 
the bad data points. For example, if the beam posit.ion is given 
as the average value over several 13PM scans (Num-Scans), a 
measure of the aCC1ll'acy is given by the standard deviation value 
(Sigma). If the Sigmit value is greater than the acceptable value 
(Max-Sigma), the average value should be ignored. Else, throw 
away all scans with the position vaJue deviation from the av
erage value greater than the acceptable value (Max-Deviation). 
The expert systcm should also decide to make new scans or to 
calculate the new awrage value. These simple rules can be used 
to reduce the noise in the measurement. due to fluctuations. A 
more sophisticated expert system can be developed to automat
ically determine the optimal values for the system parameters 
Num-Scans, Max-Sigma, and fllax-Dcviation. 

AUTOMATING THE ANALYSIS PROCESS 

The rules for this process are used 1.0 solve for t.he unknowns 
intelligently. The unknown can either be the strength change of 
the controllables, or t.he values of the errors in the controllables 
or observables. This process involves analyzing the measured 
observable vitlues to find the unknowns. In general, the analysis 
process consists of: (1) Calculate the values of the controllables 
to obtain some desired change in the observables; (2) Check 
the solution to be sure that. it is acceptable (meeting additional 
constraints or requirements). 

Consider the Analysis Process for trajectory correction in 
t.he SLAC LINAC as an example. The observables are the mea
sured change in the trajectory values at the BPMs. The control
lables are the strength of the dipole correctors along the two
mile beam line. The ('akulittion may be done by minimizing the 
objective function (measUln[ trajectory change minus predicted 
t.rajectory cha.nge from t.he correct ors) sCjuared by varying the 
values of the corrector strcngth. In order for the solution to be 
useful, the objective function \'alue hilS to be less than an accept
able value (Max-Objective) ane! the predicted corrector strengt.h 
has to be less than the maximum valuc (Max-Correction). 

One possible way this analysis can be done is to usc an op
t.imization program tha.t finds a global opt.imum solut.ion. In 
this calculation, the llser h,)s to specify the candidates to be 
used as correctors. The program finds aut Olnat.ically t.he val
ues of corrector strength that minimize t.he objective function 
subjected to the constraint condition: the strength of the correc
tor is less than flIax-Corrcction. TIle use of a Clobal Optimum 
(GO) program to find such ,1 solution is straight-forward pro
viding that the value of the objcctin> function is less than Max
Objective. In the event thil.t. the ohjective function is greater 
tllan Max-Objective, it \I'ill 1)(' 1\<'«'SSil['\' 10 dccidc whal 10 do 
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(pick a different set of correctors or modify some of the con
straint conditions). An expert system can make such decisions 
automatically. 

AUTOMATING THE INTERPRET PROCESS 

Rules are used to evaluate the results after implementing the 
solution given by the GO program. The results can be the differ
ence between the predicted change and the measured change in 
the values of the observables. This process involves comparing 
these changes to decide what action will be needed. It requires 
a lot of expertise (the real AI). In general, the Interpret Process 
is needed when there is more than one possible option to be 
chosen. In this process, the various options are compared and 
the optimal one is chosen. One of the options is to decide when 
to quit. 

For example, in the case of trajectory correction, when one 
or more correctors reaches its l\1ax-Correction limit there could 
be more than one way to solve for an acceptable solution. It 
would be necessary to choose which is the optimal way. More
over, if the Analysis Process failed to find any acceptable solu
tions, it would be necessary to find the causes of the problem 
rather than to correct the dfects. Some of the possible causes of 
trajectory errors are the launch errors or errors in the beam line 
elements. It is possible to develop an expert system to make hy
potheses on what the causes of the problems are a nd to suggest 
the tests to be made to solve the problems. 

AN EXPERT SYSTEM FOR 
TRAJECTORY ERROR ANALYSIS 

As a prototype project, two expert systems for the analysis 
of trajectory errors have been developed to find errors automat
ically. The first expert system can not be used at SLAC because 
of the way it was written as will be described below. The second 
expert system can be used to find errors automatically (off-line) 
in the elemcnts at the SLAC LlNAC such as position or strength 
crrors in quadrupole magnets, and off-set errors in the beam po
sition monitors. Since this is a prototype system, it has not been 
implemented (on-line) into the SLC control program. I would 
like to describe my experiences in its development. 

In this prototype study, tile first expert system was written 
in LISP using a commercially availahle expert system building 
shell. It was dOlle as a graduate thesis (MS) by a student at 
1(SL, the Knowledge Systems Laboratory at Stanford. The time 
needed in this prototype development was about two-man years. 
Half of the time was spent developing an error simulation pro
gram to find the errors in the he,ull line elements that may cause 
the measured trajectory errors (in collaboration with the Real 
Time Systems Group at LBL). The rest of the time was spent 
developing the rules mallllally alld implementing them into an 
expert system program. 

The rules were developed using simulated trajectory errors 
from a simulation program. It was Illy job as an "expert" to find 
the errors in the beam line clements. A simulated trajectory was 
calculated with it known set of errors in the machine clements 
using the beam simulatioll program. I was given the simulated 
trajectory errors and asked to find the machine element errors. 
Here is the learning process that was used: (1) This trajectory 
error was analyzed manually using the error simulation program. 
(2) Different assllmptions were made on the possible locations 
of the elemellt errors. (3) For each assumption, an optimization 
program was used to find the values of the element errors that 
produced a best fitted solution to the given simulated trajectory 
errors. (4) By repeatillg this trial-and-error procedure and look
ing for a systc'Il1,ltic way to find the unknown clement errors, 
a set of rules WilS dc:\"(;]opcd. A block diagram depicting the 
manual/automatic error allal~'sis procedure is shown in Fig. 3. 

Unfortunately, iwc;\llse i he expert system shell was unavail
ahle at SLAC, it was Ilot po"ihie to 11se this program to analyze 
ti", actlldl ir;ljcctIJr,\' crrurs ;Ii, SLC. Fmlilcrlllore. the rules thai 

Element 
Strength 

Error 
Candidates 

Measured 
Trajectory 

Search 
Parameters 

---I Modeling 

Error Values 

Fig. 3. A block diagram lo sllOW the rule learnillg 
process using modeling alld sillllliation programs. 

I had discovered require searching for the unknown over a very 
large search space so it was impractical to apply manually. Thus, 
it was necessary for me to come up with a different pn;cedure. 

From my experience in the commissioning of the SLAC 
LIN AC, I noticed that most of the errors were large mistakes. 
If the mistake is small, the correction elements can he used to 
correct its effects. vVhat I wanted for commissioning was a set 
of rules to find large localized mistakes. Once I understood the 
nature of the problem, it became ohvious that I should first look 
for regions that have no mistakes (the error-free regions) since 
these regions are large and eitsy to find. The search of the errors 
will be done over the small sn bregions (smitll search space) that 
arc outside of the large error-free regions. I was able to develop 
two sets of rules: one for fillding the error-free regions, and one 
for finding the errors. 

In order to implement these rules at SLAC, they were writ
ten in FORTRAN. Unfortunately, beGwse the rules were written 
in FORTRAN, they are difficult to modify. Because of this dif
ficulty, upgrading of these rules has been kept to a minimum. 
It is possible for the operator to usc this program as an off-line 
procedure to find errors today. \Vhenever changes in the beam 
trajectory have been noted during operation, the expert system 
can be used to find the causes of these changes. 

AUTOMATING THE BEAM TRANSFER PROCESS 

In general, a linear accelerator is onlv one of the subsystems 
of the entire machine. For example, the"SLC consists of ~everal 
subsystems: an injector, damping rings, two-mile LINAC, arcs, 
and a final focus section. Any error in a machine element can 
affect the beam properties downstream. As the cor,trol program 
corrects the errors in aile subsystem, the beam properties in all 
the subsystems downstream arc aJfected. In order to operate the 
('ntire machine automatically, an end-to-end model-based expert 
system is needed. The COllccptua.l development of a model-based 
control system for automatic beam /laTameter changes amongst 
subsystems is considered in this section. 

In the design stage, each subsystem can be designed inde
pendently of other subsystellls. Decause different design require
ments are imposed on the beam paramclers in a particular sub
system, different modeling anel simulation weles may be used in 
their design. The only n~CJuircment imposed is that the beam 
parameter values at the exit of i1 giH'1l subsystcm match those 
at the entrance of the subsysiem downstream. 

It is conceivable to desigll i he end-(o-end moelel-basf'd con
t rol system to consist of moclel- based expert system mod lllcs. 
()ne module is ilssiglled to opcrate it specific suLs\'si"1I1 (,,'" 
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Fig. 2). Eitch module hits its own dittabitse which contitins both 
the vitlues of the beitll1 line pitritmeters (locittions and strengths 
of each element) itnd beitm pitritmeters (size, shape, centroid of 
the beam at the entritl1ce itnd exit of every beitm line element). 

Since the beitm is the only connection between the subsys
tems, the beam paritmeter values at the exit of one subsystem 
are used for the beam pitrameter vitlues at the entritnce to the 
next subsystem. The conversion of the beitm parameter val
ues between itny itdjacent subsystem citn be handled by a Beitm 
Transfer Processor. Each Beitm Transfer Processor gets its input 
from the dittitbitse of the next module itS illustrated in Fig. 4. 
An expert system can be used in eitch of the Beitm Transfer Pro
cesses to check the continuity of the beam paritmeters between 
subsystcms. 

DB DB 
Get Put 

DB DB 
Put Get 

Fig. 1. A sclwmatic diagram showing how the 
model-hased control lllodules for the subsystems 
are connected. 

A NEW DESIGN APPROACH 

Until now, I hitve been descriiJing a systematic way to con
vert a convcntional system for an existing machine to an ituto
mated model-based control systeIll. Are we always going to take 
this "morning-after" itpproach e\'en for future machines? From 
my own experience in commissioning (the two-mile LIN AC', 
SPEA R, PEP and 8LC) over the past twenty years, I have COPle 

t.o th" conclusion that tIl<' degree of difficulty in machine ('0111-

Titble 1. Definition of tile f01l[ le\'els of automation 
and the degree of comfort for each level. 

Level of Automation 

1 2 3 4 

Interpret !l,lanuitl l\lanual Manual Auto 

Analyze Manual Manual Auto Auto 

Look Manual Auto Auto Auto 

Adjust Auto Auto Auto Auto 

Degree of Comfort 

Control System Old Conventionitl Modern Future 

Commissioning Very Difficult lIard Moderitte 
Difficult 

Operation Difficult lIard l\Ioderate Eitsy 

missioning or beam recO\'ery is directly relitted to the avitilabil
it.y of tools. Au a.utomatedlJf'am parameter change procedure is 
one of th" more usdul tools. I would like to consider four levels 
of automation. Tahle 1 gives the definition of the these levels 
itlld the degrees of comfort in commissioning and operittion of 
the mitchine. I bclie\'c that the following five steps should he 
taken during the collstmctioll of new machines: (I) develoJl an 
encl-to-enel simulation progr,\Jll from the design coeles, (2) de
sign the correction sclJ('n1(,s usillg these programs, (:3) learn how 
to operate the Illachinc syste111atically (rules) llsing simulated 
beam elata, (,1) develop expert systems from these rules and (5) 
implement the expert systems into the control program. The au
tomation of accelerator control for future machines should not 
he itn aftert hough t. 

An example of an aftnt hought is shown here in a memo one 
of the operation engineers (H. hcrson) wrote to me recently: 
"A new tool that would iJC wry helpful is an automated in
jector bunching package. \Vhenc\,er the SLe beam current is 
changed significantly. the injector pa ralllct.ers must be adjusted 
to re-optimize electrol1 hl1nching. This can he \'ery time con
suming because there are so milny parameters to adjust ane! 
monitor. One can imagine il routiuc which looks at the quality 
of the electron hUllclling as the operators do. After this data 
is analyzed, the injector jlilrillllclers can he adjusted based ou 
;lll online model. Then a 11('\\' ohscl'\'ation coule! be lllack to 
c1JCck that the hunching is (Jpti111i~ccl. The fact tirilt the injec
Lor is tuned by a COliSistCltt s<'t uf rules <lnd that. manual tuni11g 
and correction is H'ry ti111e «()nS1llllillg c1uc to the Illllll],CI' of pa
rameters illvol\"(~d, makes tIle illjector ],u1lching process a good 
citndidate for autolllation." 
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